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ABSTRACT
What would the world be like if anyone with an Internet connection could easily use any interactive visualization technique to explore and present any publicly available data sets? Education would be revolutionized, policy making could be mostly data-driven, journalists could present facts to their audiences directly, and the general public could incorporate visualization into their daily decision making processes. This doctoral thesis explores how this goal can be accomplished by harnessing the power of mass-collaboration, the Semantic Web, and modern Web graphics technology.

Index Terms: D.2.3 [Software]: Software Engineering—Coding Tools and Techniques E.1 [Data]: Data Structures—Distributed Data Structures H.2.1 [Information Systems]: Database Management—Logical Design H.5.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Interfaces and Presentation—Group and Organization Interfaces

1 INTRODUCTION
Why aren’t the interactive information visualization techniques we see in academic publications all available for use by the general public for exploring publicly available data sets? The fundamental purpose of visualization is “to augment human cognition” [8], but in reality it is only augmenting the cognition of a select few, not humankind. This dissertation aims to change that by establishing an infrastructure for mass-collaborative evolution of a global commons of

- public data sets,
- visualization software, and
- user-generated visualizations.

The general problem addressed is that in practice there are many barriers between data sets and visualization techniques. Each data set is only available in a particular set of formats. Each visualization tool (system) is only able to consume a particular set of data formats. Each visualization tool typically supports a small subset of visualization techniques. Once a visualization is created, dissemination of that visualization can only be accomplished by the means provided by the tool used to create it.

The current landscape of data sets and visualization tools has the property that for any pair of data set and visualization technique selected, the visualization author needs to do significant research to find out

- Which formats are the data set available in?
- Which visualization tools support available formats?
- Which tools support the desired visualization technique?
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This makes it extremely difficult for a non-specialist to visualize data. Also, it is impossible to visualize a given data set with a given visualization technique if there are no visualization tools that support one of the available data formats and the desired visualization technique, unless you are willing to build your own data conversion or visualization tools.

Ideally, users could simply choose a data set and a visualization technique, and an interactive visualization of that data set would magically appear. Ideally, the result could be published in interactive form (rather than as a static image), and viewers of the resulting interactive visualization tool could easily create and publish derivative works that, for example, highlight different aspects of the data, zoom to a different level of detail, tweak the visualization parameters, or even view a different data set. This dissertation investigates the question “How can this ideal be realized?”

Just as the goal of Wikipedia was to establish a repository of all human knowledge, the goal of this dissertation is to establish a repository of all public data sets and implementations of all interactive visualization techniques. Just as Wikipedia imposes simplifying assumptions (e.g. a common markup language and article guidelines) in order to realize their seemingly impossible goal by leveraging mass-collaboration [11], the solution introduced in this dissertation imposes the following simplifying assumptions to realize our seemingly impossible goal by leveraging
mass-collaboration:

- Data sets are published in the Universal Data Cube (UDC), a subset of the Semantic Web that uses the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary [10] and conforms to interoperability guidelines introduced in the dissertation.

- Visualization software is created within the UDC Visualization Platform, a JavaScript software repository featuring browser-based code editing, automated dependency management, support for embedding applications in Web pages, an application state management framework, libraries for accessing UDC data, and libraries supporting interactive visualization applications.

If all public data sets were imported into the UDC and all interactive visualization techniques (with effective configuration interfaces) were implemented in the UDC Visualization Platform, the ideal of publicly usable visualization tools will be realized. Users could simply choose a data set and a visualization technique, and an interactive visualization of that data set would magically appear. The result could be published in interactive form within Web pages, and viewers of the resulting interactive visualization tool could easily create and publish derivative works.

The task of importing all public data sets and implementing all interactive visualization techniques is too large a task for any single person or research institution to accomplish, and will likely never be completely realized. Therefore the focus of this dissertation is to introduce a substrate that facilitates mass collaboration in building a global commons of public data sets, reusable software libraries for interactive information visualization, and interactive visualization applications. Our hope is that over several years of mass-collaborative effort from visualization enthusiasts around the globe, mass-collaboration of multiple data sets provided that the keys (record identifiers) match, or a mapping between corresponding keys is configured.

2 RELATED WORK

Our system architecture covers domains that can be categorized as Web-based collaborative software development, collaboration and history, Web-based information visualization, metadata and distributed data sets, and general purpose visualization systems (particularly for visual OLAP).

2.1 Web-based Collaborative Software Development

Several projects introduce a Web-based software development platform. Goldman et al. introduced Collabode, a Web-based collaborative IDE for Java development supporting real-time collaborative text editing [14]. Sites including JSFiddle, JSSbin, CSSDesk and IDEOne feature PasteBin-like saving and running of source code. Google’s “Code Playground” includes browser-based code editing for trying out their APIs. The OpenProcessing.org and SketchPad.cc projects feature a showcase of Processing sketches and some IDE-like features. Web-based IDEs that emulate desktop IDE features include Cloud9 IDE, Kodingen and CodeRun. GitHub is a commercial service for managing Git repositories, supporting in-browser code editing and saving. None of the Web-based coding tools we surveyed directly support publication and use of public modules or automated dependency management.

Many popular platforms have introduced central Internet-based repositories for automating dependency management for popular libraries. The associated tools often support dependency management for local assets as well. Repositories include the Node Package Manager Registry for Node.js, JSAN and Scripteka for JavaScript, the Maven and SpringSource repositories for Java, RubyGems and Rubyforge for Ruby, CRAN for R, PyPI for Python, CTAN for Latex, and Pear and Pecl for PHP. Most of these handle automatic dependency management, updating of content, and user-contributed content. None of the repositories we surveyed have a Web-based editing environment, and all require locally installed tooling in order to function.

2.2 Collaboration and History

Asynchronous collaboration for Web-based visualizations has been explored in the sense.us project, which supports view sharing, discussion, graphical annotation and social navigation [19]. The ManyEyes project allows users to import their own data tables and publish visualizations using a set of pre-packaged visualization tools [31]. Heer et al. surveyed asynchronous collaboration for visual analytics and articulated high level design considerations [16], and also introduced a history model for the Tableau system [18]. Prefuse is a Java visualization toolkit that includes event logging for monitoring and recording of user events, but is not a general solution for history and has not been extended to support collaboration [17]. VisTrails is a system for scientific visualization featuring advanced history management functionality [7].

2.3 Web-based Information Visualization

Google Fusion Tables is a cloud-based data table management service that enables developers to query the data via a Web API [15]. Google Chart Tools introduces a JavaScript visualization library supporting predefined visualization types and composition of dashboards. Protovis [5] and D3 [6] are toolkits that support developers in creating interactive Web-based visualizations, but do not provide support for a higher level system such as the user interface enclosing the visualizations, linked views, or data set selection. Gapminder [25] is a Web-based socioeconomic indicator data visualization tool featuring a scatter plot view, a time line view, and a map view, based on Adobe Flash technology.

The Weave project is a general purpose Web-based interactive visualization environment featuring multiple linked views, brushed selection and probing, synchronous collaboration, asynchronous collaboration in the form of view sharing and history sharing, and history navigation [2][3]. Weave is based on Adobe Flex technology, and uses tables as its data model. Weave supports integration of multiple data sets provided that the keys (record identifiers) match, or a mapping between corresponding keys is configured.
2.4 Metadata and Distributed Data Sets

The Resource Description Framework (RDF) was designed to support representation and query of distributed data sets as well as unambiguous interpretation of data using ontologies [20]. A vocabulary has been introduced by Cyganiak et al. for representing data cubes in RDF called the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary, which is on track for becoming a W3C recommendation [10]. Priebe et al. introduced an approach for building an enterprise-wide knowledge portal supporting integration of multiple OLAP data sources using RDF [24].

2.5 General Purpose Visualization Systems

The problem of designing and implementing general purpose information visualization systems has been faced by many researchers. XmdvTool [32], Spotfire [1], XGobi [29], GGobi [30], Advisor [12], and the Universal Visualization Platform [13] are interactive multidimensional (table-based) visualization systems designed for desktop environments that support multiple visualization methods with interaction techniques including dynamic queries, brushing and linking. DEVise [21] is a visualization system focused on visualizing the contents of relational databases.

Researchers have explicitly considered the case of interactive visualization for OLAP cubes. Mansmann et al. introduced the term Visual OLAP, and defined a visual exploration framework that surveyed OLAP operation interactions and visual metaphors for data cubes [23] [9]. Mansmann et al. also introduced novel means of visualizing data cubes including hierarchical heat maps and decomposition trees [22]. Polaris, the predecessor to Tableau, is a visualization system based on the hierarchical data cube model [26] [28] [27].

3 Architecture Overview

Our architecture is divided into four components:

- The Universal Data Cube (UDC) a data representation framework supporting distributed heterogeneous hierarchical data cubes, and
- CodeHub - a Web-based hub of participatory culture for creating and publishing interactive graphics software,
- Application State Historian (ASH) an application state management framework supporting collaboration (both synchronous and asynchronous) and history navigation,
- The UDC Visualization System - an interactive visualization platform with multiple linked views and rich interactions built on top of the first three components.

3.1 Web-based Development Platform for Interactive Graphics Software

The first component of our architecture, called CodeHub, is a Web application that provides an in-browser source code editing and publishing environment for interactive graphics applications built with HTML5 and JavaScript (using CommonJS modules). Applications can be run full-screen by navigating to a URL. Applications can be embedded in Web pages using iFrames. CodeHub stores and publishes all software versions, so an application link will always resolve to the exact same software, and embedded applications will always retain the exact same behavior. CodeHub has the potential to evolve into a global commons of JavaScript and HTML code.

Typically, systems or prototypes for which information visualization research papers are published are not available for readers to try themselves or modify. When research prototypes or systems are built using CodeHub, they will be runnable by all readers of the research papers, and available for modification at the source code level so derivative works may be produced by other researchers, and the techniques may be adapted to work with other data sets.

3.2 Application State Historian

The second component of our architecture, called Application State Historian (ASH), provides solutions for synchronous collaboration, asynchronous collaboration, and session history navigation. The core of ASH is a managed application state model based on a versioned data structure and corresponding history graph. Applications that use ASH for application state management will automatically gain collaboration and history functionality. ASH is partitioned between a JavaScript client library providing an application state management API, and a server component that stores application history graphs and manages real-time communication between clients.

Whenever insights are generated by using visualization tools, it is essential that users of the system be able to re-create the insight generation process [18]. This is enabled by the history navigation and replay functionality of ASH. Imagine someone has created a visualization and published it to the Web, what if readers were able to tweak the visualization and re-publish the result? This is made possible by the asynchronous collaboration feature of ASH.

Interactive visualizations can be used in a classroom setting, for example viewing historical demographic data in a history or economics class, where the teacher and students all share the same view of the visualization. The synchronous collaboration feature of ASH gives students the ability to “take control” of the input such that the student’s actions were immediately replicated in the systems of all other students and the teacher. This feature functions across the Internet, so could also be used in settings such as online courses or international corporate meetings.

3.3 The Universal Data Cube

The third component of our architecture, called the Universal Data Cube (UDC), is a data representation and publication methodology based on the RDF Data Cube Vocabulary [10] and additional interoperability guidelines enabling precise semantics and distributed data sets. The UDC enables many data sets from multiple sources to be integrated together and visualized as a coherent whole. The UDC data model provides a powerful representational foundation upon which interactive Web-based visualizations can be built.

The UDC is designed to be a distributed system allowing many parties to publish their data. However, it is important that an initial set of example data sets is provided. Eventually an import wizard user interface may be introduced, but initially the fastest way to import data is to write small scripts to do so. Our initial targets for import via scripts include

- population data for World Countries over Years from the United Nations,
- US Census population and demographic data for US States and Counties over Years,
- the Millennium Development Goals Indicators data set from the United Nations,
- the US Bureau of Labor Statistics Employment data set, and
- the World Development Indicators from the World Bank.

These particular data sets were chosen because public visualizations of them have many applications including education, journalism, and public policy.

Since the UDC includes metadata allowing unambiguous interpretation of the data, that metadata can be utilized in visualizations. For example, the UDC metadata can be used to automatically generate axis labels for scatter plots (including units of measurement), labels for bars in bar charts, labels for regions in maps, labels for color legends, footnotes noting the source of the data (with links to the original source), and even visualization titles. This kind of
labeling is essential for compelling and understandable visualizations [4], and is easy to “get wrong” for inexperienced visualization authors.

3.4 The UDC Visualization System

The fourth component, called the Universal Data Cube Visualization System (UDCViS) is an interactive visualization platform featuring multiple linked views that is built upon the first three components. The UDCViS contains standard visualization features such as color ramps, normalizations, well known visualization techniques, multiple visualizations arranged on the page (dashboards), brushed selection, subset selection, interactive OLAP operations (drill-down, roll-up, slice, dice, pivot), and brushed probing. The aim of this system is to serve as a testbed for research, experimentation and rapid prototyping, as well as a platform for developing information visualization products usable by the public. In addition, it can serve as a commons for the global information visualization research community in terms of data sets (in the UDC), visualization algorithm implementations (in CodeHub), and concrete visualization configurations and dashboards (using ASH).

4 Implementation Status

The essential features of CodeHub have been implemented using Node.js, MongoDB and Git (for storing script revision histories). The site is live at code-hub.org. A prototype of ASH that supports only synchronous collaboration has been implemented using Node.js and WebSockets. The UDC publication guidelines have been partially defined, and a subset of the UN Population data set has been imported into the UDC format. The dissertation is expected to be completed within the next two years.
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